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ABSTRACT

Implementing reactor protection systems (RPS) or other engineering safeguard systems with
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) offers significant advantages over conventional
analog or software based RPSs. Conventional analog RPSs suffer from setpoints drifts [the most
common Licensee Event Report (LER) category in light water reactor (LWR) plants] and large
numbers of discrete analog electronics, hardware logic, and relays which reduce reliability because
of the large number of potential failures of components or interconnections. Testing analog
protection systems is a significant task and often so large that it is not always done routinely.
Proposed use of software based systems and multiply redundant programmable logic controllers to
implement RPSs can achieve zero setpoint drift by keeping setpoints as digital values, digitizing
input variables from sensors and computing to determine protection actions. While these
programmable systems show tremendous design advantages and excellent accuracy and drift
characteristics, software-based protection systems are virtually impossible to verify and validate
against design specifications, regardless of the rigor used in software engineering the design. The
very ease of changing program function through ANY program change makes the software system
impossible to verify as a whole. The sequential nature of software based protection system
operations on variables add subtle error conditions caused by out of order evaluation or time
dependent evaluation of system variables against protection criteria.

To resolve problems associated with conventional discrete RPSs and proposed software based
RPS systems, a hybrid analog and digital RPS system implemented with custom ASICs is
proposed. The actual design of the ASIC RPS resembles a software based RPS but the
programmable software portion of each channel is implemented in a fixed digital logic design
including any input variable computations. Set point drifts are zero as in proposed software
systems, but the verification and validation of the computations is made easier since the
computational logic can be exhaustively tested. Further, the functionality is assured fixed because
there can be no future changes to the ASIC without redesign and fabrication. Subtle error
conditions caused by out of order evaluation or time dependent evaluation of system variables
against protection criteria are eliminated by implementing all evaluation computations in parallel
for simultaneous results. This also provides added RPS speed of response. On-chip redundancy
within each RPS channel and continuous self-testing of all channels provide enhanced assurance
that a particular channel is available and faults are identified as soon as possible for corrective
actions. The use of highly integrated ASICs to implement channel electronics rather than the use
of discrete electronics greatly reduces the total number of components and interconnections in
the RPS to further increase system reliability. A prototype ASIC RPS channel design and the
design environment used for ASIC RPS systems design is discussed. System specification and
verification and validation concerns are also discussed.

'Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., under contract DE-AC05-S4OR21400 with
the U.S. Department of Energy.



Issues related to current safety systems

Most rcacior protection systems in operating nuclear power plants are based on analog
electronics technology. These systems use hardwired modules for which there is
extensive reliability data and testing methods to detect errors. These analog systems have
worked well, but they have drawbacks also. Some particular problems are drift and
accuracy of analog circuits the phenomena of which are well understood, but they do
affect safety and economic operation of a plant. Because analog components drift, they
must be tested and calibrated frequently to assure that the RPS does not exceed technical
specifications. The drift and accuracy of analog circuits must be considered in the reacior
protection system trip set points. These are important issues that affect power plant
operation. Not only do drift and accuracy affect trip set points, but RPS channel testing
occasionally results in a reactor trip. There are safety and economic reasons to reduce
drift, increase accuracy, and reduce spurious reactor trips caused by RPS tests.

Computer-based systems improve on each of these areas. Computers have lower drift
and greater accuracy than analog systems, and they use continuous on-line testing to
detect and annunciate component failures. These features are used to justify reduced
frequency of functional tests conducted by plant operators. Significant advantages of
computer-based protection systems are that the plant can operate with a smaller safety
margin between the trip set point and the limiting safety system setting because a
computer has less drift and greater accuracy than analog systems. Because there is less
drift and through the use of on-line testing, there arc fewer spurious trips. As the analog
protection systems age and become more difficult to maintain, these features are
incentives to install a computer-based protection system.

However, computers have a significant safety issue that requires further consideration.
That issue is that software reliability is difficult to quantify with confidence. Computers
are currently operating in a few commercial reactor protection systems, airplane
controllers, and telephone switching systems. However, regulatory bodies still have
questions concerning the reliability of software. * 2 3 Exhaustive software verification
and validation (V&V) are required to convince safety experts and regulators that software
will perform reliably. However, even with extensive V&V it is difficult to accurately
quantify the reliability of software that must be very reliable. Methods of testing
software arc very difficult to perform.1*

A proposed design method that uses application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) has
the advantages of both computers and analog circuits but without some of the more
significant disadvantages. ASICs are hardwired, but the computations are performed
digitally. Therefore, ASICs have low drift and high accuracy, but they can be verified
and validated by complete testing in the same way as analog circuits. Because V&V is a
critical issue, the first steps in developing ASICs for reactor protection is to demonstrate

1 J. R. Popovic & G. J. Hinion, "CANDU Computerized Safety System," EPRI Conference on Advanced
Computer Technology for the Power Industry, Scottsdale, AZ, Dec 4-6,1989.

2 John Rushby, "Formal Specification and Verification of a Fault-Masking and Transient-Recovery Model
for Digital Flight-Control Systems,"

3 P. G. Neumann, "Some Reflection on a Telephone Switching Problem," Communications of the ACM, p.
154, Vol. 33, No. 7, July 1990.

4 William J. Quirk, editor, "Verification and Validation of Real-Time Software, Springer-Verlag. 1985.



that ASICs can be tested completely, that such tests are adequate to estimate their
reliability, and that reliable ASICs can be developed at a reasonable cost.

ASICs can also have built-in features such as fault tolerance and on-line testing that may
improve the performance and reliability of reactor protection systems. Computer-based
protection systems typically include error detection and on-line testing using software.
ASICs can also include error detection and on-line testing, but implemented in hardware.
ASICs can use fault-tolerant methods such as triple-modular-redundant^ (TMR) voting
schemes implemented within a single channel to detect errors. By using redundancy
implemented in hardwired components, errors are detected whenever they occur by
voters. On-line testing is used to detect failures in components that may not be used often
during normal operation.

Issues important to the application of ASICs in reactor protection systems include
showing that functions can be implemented with digital methods; demonstrating the
feasibility of completely testing ASICs to estimate their reliability with confidence;
identifying potential common cause failures (CCFs); showing they can be built without
susceptibility to EMI, RFI, and ESD; and showing that all of this can be done at a
reasonable cost.

Potential Applications for ASICs.

ASICs may be used as replacements in currently operating power plants and they may be
useful in the next generation of power plants being developed. Reactor protection
systems installed in many operating power plants are aging, and because of maintenance
and other reasons there is incentive to upgrade them. The Advanced Neutron Source
(ANS), which is just completing conceptual design, may be the next reactor built in the
United States.^ The ANS along with commercial reactors may benefit from an ASIC-
based protection system. These benefits include proven reliability of design and
hardware, high accuracy, and diversity of design and hardware. Most importantly,
ASICs offer an alternative to computer-based protection systems that have arc difficult to
license because the reliability of software has not received full acceptance by safety
engineers and regulators.

ASIC Reliability

The most significant potential advantage of ASICs over computers is that the reliability
can be proven by testing. It should be feasible to insert an ASIC chip in a test circuit, and
test the ASIC to a very high degree of confidence that the circuit performs the functions
required and no others. To do this, it may be necessary to make each ASIC chip much
less dense and complicated than is possible with the available technology, but because
ASIC chips are small the extra space is not of critical importance. Each ASIC chip will
be made as simple as is needed so that complete testing can be done in a reasonable time.

ASICs are developed using software packages, but this software is not subject to the
rigorous V&V of safety grade software. The V&V of ASICs is done with the chips, and
it does not include and is not dependent on V&V of development software. Standard
ASICs will be developed to the extent possible, and each chip will be tested exhaustively

5 Wing N. Toy, "Dual versus Triplication Reliability Estimations." AT&T Technical Journal, pp. 15-20,
VoL 66, Issue 6, Nov Dec 1987.

6 "Advanced Neutron Source Plant Design Requirements." ORNL/TM-11625. August 1991.



to prove that it meets requirements. Individual chip tests will be followed by integrated
system tests to prove that the system functions as required.

ASIC Features

The input modules to an ASIC-based system is similar to a computer-based system. The
ASIC input modules provide signal conditioning for most voltage and current levels used
in nuclear power plant applications. These include milliamp current loops, microamp
currents, millivolt signals, and high-level voltage inputs. The input modules include
signal filters. After the analog signals are filtered they arc converted to a digital word up
to 12 bits. A computer may provide more bits in the ADC, but a 12-bit conversion can
provide resolution to 0.03%. An ASIC input module can be made more reliable than a
computer input module because the ASIC module can be made fault tolerant. The effect
on system reliability of fault tolerance within a channel requires further analyses. It is
inexpensive to include fault tolerance, but the added complexity and the overall effect on
system reliability need to be evaluated. Communication between channels is simpler
with computers because many data values can be transferred over one data bus. This can
be used effectively for controlling channel bypasses. Because ASICs cannot
communicate as efficiently, alternative methods, other than administrative methods, to
control bypasses need to be developed.

A method of implementing fault tolerance in the input and signal conditioning modules is
as follows. A block diagram of an input module to a bi-stable circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Each of the signal conditioners, filters, and ADCs may be triplicated within each input
module. The purpose of this triplication is not to increase safety but to increase
availability. A possible arrangement is to have redundant paths within each channel.
Components such as ADCs are monitored by comparisons and statistical methods to
annunciate errors and potential failures. The comparisons of ADC outputs and the
statistics are done in separate set of ASIC chips. Redundant digital calculations within a
channel are done separately but monitored and tested by an on-line tester. ASICs can be
developed to perform most of the calculation functions that can be performed in software.
These include addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and other special functions.
The results of each of the three redundant calculations are passed to three separate bi-
stable comparators. Digital calculations and bi-stable comparisons are performed
digitally with up to 12 bits of resolution. This resolution is equal to that of most
computers and greater than that of analog systems. The accuracy is that of the ADC and
round-off of the digital words in the calculations. Typical accuracy's for ADCs arc +- 1
LSB. For some calculations the ASIC chips may have greater than 12 bits to maintain
acceptable round-off errors. The outputs of the bi-stable circuits are connected to logic
circuits described in the next paragraph.
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Coincidence logic is implemented in at least two separate divisions that meets the
requirements of EEEE 603. Redundant, fault-tolerant circuits can be implemented within
each division also to improve availability. Because of the small size of ASIC chips, local
coincidence logic can be implemented with using fault tolerance within each division.
Each local logic channel will contain three redundant paths. The outputs of the three
logic paths are connected to three 2-of-3 voters. The outputs of the voters are arranged in
a fault-tolerant configuration such that failure in any mode of any one path will not fail
the output. The voters in the logic circuits will detect errors, and on-line tests will
identify failures that do not cause immediate errors.

Because digital computations are involved, the ADCs and computations must operate on
a clock. The clocks will be arranged in a fault-tolerant configuration such that a single
clock failure will not cause a channel failure. However, because a clock failure could
result in the system failing-to-danger, a watchdog timer will monitor for clock failure.
The final output trip relays will not depend on the clock, and it will be designed to fail-
safe on loss of a signal or power.

CHIP DESIGN

A need for custom chips for specific devices has always been present. What has changed
is the availability of computer-aided design tools and vendors who provide prototype chip
services at a reasonable cost. Computer-aided design tools allow designers to work with
high level descriptions of the behavior of a chip (either as a schematic diagram or as code
in a programming language) instead of individual transistors, capacitors and resistors.
Design tools include logic synthesis programs such as VHDL and BDS; symbolic logic
layout tools such as MAGIC and CAECO that automatically perform layout and line
routing on silicon; and simulators such as SPICE and RSim that simulate the operation of
a chip and permit testing of designs prior to fabrication. Libraries of characterized
function blocks that perform often-used functions such as analog-to-digital conversion,
summing, or register storage are also available. Prototype chips are provided in low-
volume and very low cost by several silicon brokers including MOSIS (Metal Oxide



Semiconductor Implementation Service) operated by the Information Sciences Institute of
the University of Southern California and ORBIT Semiconductor of San Jose, California.

The design of ASICs for RPS and other engineered safeguard systems must stress
testability and reliability Although the level of integration of system components into an
ASIC can improve system reliability through straight forward reduction in the number of
physical devices and their interconnections, testability of the ASICs must take precedence
over the complexity and overall scale of integration to assure design verification and
validation. These constraints mean a change in design approach over most common
ASIC design approaches. A more structured design approach to the RPS ASIC is
suggested here.

RPS ASICs should be partitioned into separate digital only ASICs and analog front-end
ASICs rather than highly integrated mixed-signal ASICs. All channel ASICs include
identical redundant functions which are alternately active or bypassing for on-line testing.
On-line testing of analog ASICs would assure that circuit gain and offsets were
continuously monitored and adjusted and that any out of specification operation which
could not be corrected is detected and signaled. Digital ASICs include redundant
functions for channel computation, bi-stable trip-point comparison and on-line testing
control. Digital ASIC on-line testing functions include controls for the analog front-end
on-line testing.

Analog front-end ASICs include all analog sensor signal conditioning amplifiers and
analog to digital converters, voltage and current references, automatic adjustment circuits
and on-line testing bypass circuits, interface with a complimentary digital channel ASIC
is designed to provide control inputs for on-line testing and output of digitized channel
sensor input values to the channel computational circuits. Design is accomplished by a
top-down design approach of starting with a top-level functional specification of the
particular channel ASIC and producing a top-level functional diagram of the chip. A
behavioral analog simulation of the top-level diagram is produced and its results are
tested against the specification. After satisfying the specifications with the behavioral
level simulation, the top-level diagram is decomposed into more detailed diagrams and
detailed design is begun using both full custom design analog circuits and previously
designed and characterized analog function library cells. Layout level simulations are
performed on these designs and compared to the previous level behavioral simulations
and the original specifications. If these simulations are satisfactory, the design is frozen
and set aside until the complimentary digital channel ASIC is designed. The simulation
input stimuli and output results are stored for comparison and validation tests of
fabricated analog channel ASICs.

Design of the digital ASICs is accomplished through the use of previously designed and
characterized standard cell and macro libraries and a special synthesis design system.
This synthesis system is specifically designed to produce highly testable circuits. The
synthesis system automatically adds circuitry to the design for scan path or level sensitive
scan testing to assure exhaustive, 100% testing of every machine state within the digital
ASIC. The first step in this synthesis design process is to create a high level description
of the required design in either a hardware description or behavioral description language.
This description is then simulated and compared to the channel specification or becomes
the actual channel specification. After the entry of the behavioral or hardware description
and its simulation is complete, the synthesis system converts the high level description
into a lower level netlist description and maps the required functions into standard ceil
library parts or macros to produce a switch level description of the channel digital ASIC.
At this point a switch level simulation is performed to check the switch level function
against the original channel specification. If this switch level simulation is satisfactory,



the standard cell and macro based ASIC is automatically routed and placed to produce an
actual chip core layout and this core is placed inside a chip pad frame and inputs and
outputs arc routed to proper pads. A layout level circuit simulation file is extracted from
this complete layout for layout level simularion. The layout simulation is performed and
functional and time comparisons are done with the original specification for a design
validation. All cases of input stimulus are used to assure that only the desired functions
and no extra functions arc produced. Stimuli and output results are stored for comparison
and validation on tests of fabricated channel digital ASICs. If the digital ASIC
simulation is satisfactory, a special mixed analog and digital simulation is run combining
the layout simulations of channel analog and digital ASICs to assure the complete
channel specifications are met prior to commitment to ASIC fabrication. If this mixed
analog and digital simulation is satisfactory, ASIC fabrication is started. On-line Testing
of the ASIC RPS

As previously described in ths design section above, each channel is composed of a
number of analog front-end ASICs and digital computational and control ASICs. Each of
these ASICs is further composed of rwo, three, or four completely redundant circuits
where at least one of the redundant circuits is on-line at all times. The internal
redundancy and frequency of on-line tests is determined by balancing complexity,
reliability, and availability. Redundant circuits are alternately and automatically removed
from the channel and exercised or tested to determine the redundant circuit's operational
condition. Each of these internally redundant chips is part of four externally redundant
channels used in die RPS. Figure 1 illustrates this scheme. Auto-zeroing and auto-
spanning of analog front-end signal amplifiers are performed periodically in both the
active on-line and the bypassed analog channel. Built-in bypass switches allow the
analog ASIC's redundant channels to be active while one channel is bypassed for on-line.
There is a test input sequence to verify front to back channel response for 0,20,50, 80
and 100 percent of each range and 200 percent of full-scale. This operates in conjunction
with the digital channel to test inputs at +/-10% and +/- 5% of channel trip points.
Additional tests include comparison of internal and external reference voltages and
current sources. There arc manually initiated tests of channel gain and offset. On-line
testing of digital ASIC functions uses boundary scan tests and ROM table comparisons
for functional reliability tests exclusive of the analog front-end inputs. These test isolate
digital channel failures. Built-in circuits allow bypassing redundant circuits under test.
On-line tests of die digital circuits are not as exhaustive as the chip level validation tests,
but they are sufficient to detect likely circuit failures.

EMI/RFI/ESD protection of ASICs

Conductive EMI/RFI (electro-magnetic and radio-frequency interferences) from external
sensor leads and power supplies is die same whether channel electronics are ASIC or
discrete based. Conducted EMI and RFI can be reduced or eliminated widi proper system
and printed circuit level design and filtering. Digital ASICs themselves can be sources of
conducted EMI if proper power supply decoupling is not used in system design. Radiated
RFI is probably less of a problem with ASICs than with discrete systems. Again proper
power supply decoupling and proper printed circuit shield and guard structure design is
required to mitigate any ASIC generated RFI.

ESD (electro-static discharge) protection is well understood and testable for all digital
ASIC's. Most ESD problems occur with loose chips outside of the actual system printed
circuit cards. However, unpowered circuit cards widi MOS (metal oxide semiconductors)
based ASICs can also produce ESD induced failures through improper handling. Digital
ASICs are generally designed with input/output pads which have good ESD protection
circuitry built-in. This protection is normally good enough to protect these devices under



normal handling conditions. MOS-based analog ASICs tend to be more susceptible to
ESD induced failure since their input pads are often not designed with built-in protection
circuitry because of the effect such protection circuitry has on the required circuit
performance. In such cases, extra handling precautions must be taken to insure that
undamaged analog ASICs get inserted into channel printed circuit assemblies. External
ESD protection components may be employed to provide needed ESD protection for
these analog ASICs. On-line testing in the complete system is designed to detect any
EMI/RFI/ESD problems with ASICs which cause erroneous performance outside the
system requirements.

Validation and Verification Testing of ASIfl.f

ASIC design verification and validation is accomplished throughout the design function.
However, the ASICs designed for engineered safety systems are designed for exhaustive
functional testing. Although every possible combination of inputs cannot be tested, it is
feasible to design tests to test every device in an ASIC. After ASIC fabrication, the chips
are exhaustively tested with the same test inputs as those used in the design phase
simulations. The results are compared with simulation results and ultimately with the
ASIC RPS channel functional and operational specifications. Chip level testing can
produce 100% fault coverage leaving no unknown ASIC states. Both analog and digital
functions would be exhaustively tested to validate the chip designs. Validated ASICs are
then inserted into an integrated RPS channel and the complete channel is stimulated to
simulate the complete channel range and trip/reset functionality.

Configuration Control

Configuration control is a critical issue with ASICs as it is with software. Just as the
correct version of software must be used, the correct ASIC chip must be used. There may
be only small physical differences in chips that perform very different functions. One
method to assure the correct chip is being used is to provide a continuity path which is
keyed so that continuity throughout the path occurs only if all the correct chips arc in the
correct positions. Installing the correct version will depend more on administrative
control. The version number can be keyed on each chip and verified by a test prior to
installation, and the version number can be monitored continuously by a non-Class IE
monitoring computer providing displays to the plant operators.

Summary

The goals of a program to examine ASICs in reactor protection systems are to show that
verification and validation of ASICs are simpler, less costly, and result in a more reliable
product than does V&V for software and that ASICs perform equal to or better than
computers. V&V Verification of an ASIC design is accomplished by simulation testing
and validation is accomplished by exhaustive testing of the ASIC chips and the integrated
system. Reliability is enhanced by on-line testing and monitoring of system performance.
High accuracy and low drift are accomplished by performing calculations and bi-stable
comparisons using digital words. Fault tolerance within a channel can be implemented if
it does not make the circuits overly complex. It must be proved that the added
complexity of internal fault tolerance increases rather than decreases the overall system
reliability.


